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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The HERO Cloud platform, running on a commercial or private 
cloud, is an extremely cost-effective solution for broadcasters, 
content distributors, telcos, and cable operators seeking to 
monetize the growing opportunities in video across multiple 
screens. The platform alleviates concerns about the cost to 
implement services and the risk of investing in capital that quickly 
becomes obsolete as standards change.
Cloud transcoding brings a vast resource to organizations which 
do not want to invest in on-site transcoding hardware, have 
unpredictable demand for services, or have short term transcoding 
projects where making capital expenditures does not make good 
business sense. It is also a great solution for capacity overflows. 

Media Excel’s HERO platform addresses multiscreen flexibility by 
offering two distinct form factors:

• HERO Live/File is a hardware-based carrier-grade transcoder 
series for high-density/availability deployments

• HERO Cloud is a virtual transcoder for Cloud-based services that 
scales dynamically with demand

Both form factors are centrally and seamlessly managed by the 
HERO Management System (HMS), either separately or combined. 
They provide a unified and fully flexible solution that combines the 
robustness and throughput of the carrier-grade transcoder with the 
elasticity of a Cloud-based platform.

Operators can utilize an in-house HERO 5000-based farm for 
projects with predictable growth patterns and use a HERO Cloud-
based farm for demand spikes, capacity overflows, and short-term 
projects that exceed in-house encoding capacity.

A unique feature of HERO Cloud is that it can reliably ingest and 
process both Live and VoD content within the Cloud. This feature 
is widely utilized by service providers and operators worldwide to 
further enhance the versatility of their operations.

The headend and Cloud-based form factors provide a future proof, 
long-term solution regardless of market demand fluctuations.

TRANSCODING IN THE CLOUD

As Cloud and virtualization architectures mature, addressing cost, 
reliability, security, and throughput considerations, transcoding 
in the Cloud is a very attractive alternative to headend-based 
operations. 

A major benefit to Cloud transcoding is the scalability it offers. 
New transcoding instances can be spawned in a few seconds 
compared to procurement and provisioning of customer- 
premises hardware transcoders.

Media Excel HERO Cloud operates on the following Cloud 
infrastructures:

• Private/Customer Clouds — Preferred for telcos and cable 
operators which typically already have a private Cloud 
infrastructure in place.

• Commercial Cloud Providers — For broadcasters and content 
aggregators, using a commercial Cloud services provider makes 
better financial sense, especially if they are already using a 
provider for media asset editing and exchange.

ENABLED WORKFLOWS

Cloud-only Live/Linear Transcoding: HERO natively ingests Live 
feeds on the Cloud, without packet-loss, preserving the Quality of 
Experience for all multiscreen delivery workflows.

Cloud-only File/VoD Transcoding: HERO utilizes object storage 
and elastic processing power allocation to dramatically accelerate 
turnaround time for media editing and publishing workflows.

Hybrid Headend/Cloud Live and/or File Transcoding: HMS 
provides a unified management layer across fixed and cloud Live/
VoD transcoding infrastructure, enabling dynamic allocation of 
resources for capacity overflows or short-term needs. 



MULTISCREEN IN ACTION
Media Excel’s client roster is made up of some of the most trusted 
names in media, serving millions of users daily across the globe. 
They trust Media Excel to deliver Versatility, Scalability, and Flex-
ibility to keep their media workflows operating efficiency, and to 
keep their viewers coming back for more.

TRANSCODING IN THE CLOUD
  
Live ingest protocols:

• TS/RTP/UDP FEC SMPTE 2022, HLS, RTMP, Zixi, SRT, Octoshape

Commercial Cloud Providers:

•  Azure, AWS, Google, IBM, Alibaba, NTT, KT, etc

Virtualization Platforms:

• VmWare, HyperV, KVM, Docker, Openstack etc

Bare-metal chassis (third-party hardware/servers):

• Approved servers from HP, Dell, IBM, etc
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TRANSCODING MANAGEMENT

Media Excel’s HMS remote management system delivers complete 
visibility and control over all IPTV, mobile TV, and VoD transcoding 
services, whether based on-site or in the Cloud. HMS is designed 
to deliver 24/7 availability and superior QoS for both Live and File 
based transcoding services. 

HMS is fully customizable and can simultaneously accommodate 
different failover policies allowing operators, systems integrators, 
and content owners to deploy services organically with minimum 
operational cost. Also, HMS REST API enables for orchestration 
and provisioning of services using business automation tools.

A bare-metal HMS platform can be installed on-site, or can run as 
a Cloud VM. 

 
HERO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (HMS) 
UNIQUE ADVANTAGES

•  Flexible and dynamic management of Live and VoD workflows

•  Seamless and unified control of on-site and Cloud clusters

•  Reliable, efficient, and central service monitoring

•  Intuitive web-based user interface and SOAP/REST APIs

•  Cost-effective resource allocation and utilization

•  Broad ecosystem integration/support

TRANSCODING CLOUD SERVICES 
FOR CONTENT DISTRIBUTORS
Cloud transcoding services allow content distributors to expand 
as their customer base does. These services ensure revenues from 
day one, since they simply incur expenses as jobs demand and 
mark up services to their customers to generate a positive cash 
flow instead of investing in capital equipment. 

Content distributors find themselves in a technology predicament: 
There are many types of new technology and devices for video 
distribution which leads to a conundrum on where to invest. Con-
tent distributors are also in the services industry and must invest in 
capital upfront to meet demands of an expanding customer base 
which is not immediately covered by their revenue flow.

TRANSCODING CLOUD SERVICES 
FOR TELCOS/CABLE OPERATORS
The explosion of video on the Internet provides an opportunity 
for telcos and cable operators. Instead of being seen as simply the 
pipeline for others to generate revenue by streaming their con-
tent, they have the bandwidth to address the demand for video 
on tablets and smartphones which can clog mobile networks. 
These operators may attract and retain customers by offering pre-
mium services for their broadband and mobile customers which 
include live, streaming video, and video-on-demand services. 

Operators can gain control and reduce the network requirements 
for distributing multiscreen video to a variety of fixed and mobile 
devices. By utilizing HERO Cloud transcoding on a commercial or 
private Cloud infrastructure, operators can take advantage of a 
distributed transcoding service for both live and on-demand to 
provide premium video services to their customers on a pay-as-
you-go plan. HERO CLOUD ADVANTAGES

• HEVC and 4K ready

• Software-only solution for rapid service deployment

• Installs on virtualized architectures, x86 blades or IT servers

• Enables both Live/Linear and File/VoD transcoding workflows

• Cooperates seamlessly with local and remote HERO units

• Delivers unmatched video quality and service reliability

• Scales in parallel with service demand and business growth 


